Eliminator 3

Spray ‘n Wipe Power Cleaner

Everyday - Everywhere
Stronger than general purpose cleaners, attacks and lifts everyday grease and grime on hundreds of surfaces. Simply spray and wipe surfaces clean.

Hundreds of Uses . . .
• Hotels/Motels: For room cleaning, elevators, fitness equipment, laundry areas.
• Schools: Desktops, classrooms, walls, switchplates, lockers.
• Hospitals: Bedframes, doors, lounge areas, walls, baseboards, wheelchairs.
• Automotive Interiors: Plastic, vinyl surfaces.
• Retail: Checkout & display areas, carts, shelves.
• Offices: General cleaning, office equipment.
• Industrial: Clean equipment, parts, tools, forklifts, washrooms, scales, etc.
• Health Clubs: Counters, lockers, fitness equipment, juice bar.

Multi-Task Dispensing System
The unique patented Multi-Task container gives you dilution flexibility.

Secure Dispensing
Accurately dispenses two or more products from the Multi-Task wall mount dispenser at the touch of a button.

Squeeze and Pour
No equipment required. Simply squeeze the container to measure the desired amount.

Easy-Fill Gun
Dilutes product at 2.5GPM into RTU container, mop bucket or autoscrubber.

The Wave II
No Touch Cleaning of restrooms made simple. Battery powered.

E-Spray Gun
Electrostatic sprayer

Safer Choice-labeled products meet EPA's safer product standards

Markets
Food Service  Hospitality
Education  Contract Services
Commercial  Health Care
Retail  Churches
Day Care  Property Management
Eliminator 3

Everyday - Everywhere
Stronger than general purpose cleaners, attacks and lifts everyday grease and grime on hundreds of surfaces. Simply spray and wipe surfaces clean.

Packaging
4 x 2 liter Bottles
908732

Properties
Appearance ................. Orange liquid
Fragrance ....................... floral odor
pH ................................ 11-12 (Undiluted)
Specific Gravity ................. 1.004 - 1.008
Flashpoint ....................... None
Foam .............................. Low - moderate
Hard Water Tolerance ........... Excellent
Rinseability ..................... Excellent
Storage Stability ............... 1 year under normal conditions

VOC compliance:
EPA, CA, IL, IN, MI, OH, OTC, UT, and Canadian regulations.

Directions
- Helps Remove
  - Coffee / Tea
  - Oil
  - Grease
  - Lipstick
  - Pen/Ink
  - Crayon
  - Smoke
  - Soot
  - Iodine
  - Magic Marker
  - Fingerprints / Smudges
  - Food Spills
  - Stubborn Spots
  - Cooking Grease
  - Soap Films
  - and much more.

Quick Guide
- Dilution
  - 1:16
  - Squeeze n Pour... 2 oz (59 mL) per quart of water, Normal
  - Squeeze n Pour... 4 oz (118 mL) per quart of water, Heavy Duty
  - Yield per 2 liters... 9 Gallons RTU
  - Yield per 2 liters... 36 Quarts RTU

- Uses
  - For cleaning hard surface of dirt, grime, finger prints

- Surfaces
  - Countertops, painted metal, stainless steel, plastic, naugahyde, sealed wood.

- Equipment
  - Sponge, micro fiber, mop, cloth.

- Restrictions
  - Use good safety practices: wear rubber gloves & safety goggles when handling cleaning products.
  - See SDS for further information.

Warning & Disclaimer: Results may vary. Multi-Clean chemicals are to be used only by appropriately trained personnel. IMPROPER USE POSES RISK OF PHYSICAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE. See appropriate Multi-Clean Method Bulletin for further warnings and information for your application. The suitability of and proper application of this product is the responsibility of the user. The manufacturer disclaims all warranties, express and implied, including any warranties of MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS OF PURPOSE. The manufacturer’s liability is limited to replacement of or reimbursement for any product proved defective. No person has authority to waive these disclaimers or make any representations or warranties on behalf of the manufacturer, except in writing signed by the manufacturer.